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Abstract
Let P and Q be two parties on either side of a communication link. Assume that P has an
old version of some le and wants to get a newer version from Q (who has it). Our algorithm
performs this operation using poly(log jxj; log jyj; d(x; y); log(1=)) communication bits where x
and y are old and new versions, d(x; y) is the number of editing operations needed to transform
x into y, and  is the error probability. The running time is poly(jxj; jyj; log(1=)). c© 2000
Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider two people, P and Q, sending bits to each other via a communication
link. Assume that P knows a binary string x and Q knows a binary string y that is
assumed to be close to x. P wants to know the string y; the communication protocol
should require as few bits as possible using the fact that P already knows the string x
that y is close to. The distance d(x; y) between y and x is measured by the number of
editing operations needed to transform x into y (see Denition 1; note that the distance
in our sense is not symmetric).
This problem looks quite natural in the framework of communication complexity.
A well-known algorithm (invented by Rabin and Yao [6]) allows two parties P and
Q to check whether two strings x and y (P has x, Q has y) coincide or not with
small error probability using a logarithmic number of communication bits. On the
other hand, if Q wants to transmit the string y to P, there is no way to do it faster
than sending it bit by bit (if the string y is incompressible). An intermediate situation
arises when P already has a string x which is close to y in some sense { and in
this case, as we show, the probabilistic communication complexity is polynomial in
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log jxj+ log jyj+ d(x; y) + log −1. The algorithm is quite simple (though the proof is
a bit more complicated).
In practice y may be the new version of a le that needs to be transferred to client
P from server Q; the client already has an older version of the le. In this situation
Q may send a patch le, if Q knows which version P has; but if not, our algorithm
may be quite practical.
The editing distances that use block operations were considered by Hannenhalli and
Pevzner [2] who constructed polynomial algorithms for computing these distances, as
well as in Schulman{Zuckerman's paper [4] where editing operations are considered
in the framework of error-correcting codes.
The idea of updating les over a link using block identication was implemented in
program RSYNC, which was written by Andrew Tridgell and Paul Mackerras and is
available under the Gnu Public License.
2. The main theorem
Denition 1. The editing distance d(x; y) is dened for binary strings x and y as the
minimal number of editing operations needed to transform x into y. The following
types of editing operations are allowed:
 bit insertion: AB ! A0B or A1B;
 bit deletion: A0B ! AB or A1B ! AB;
 block transposition: AXBC ! ABXC;
 block deletion: AXB ! AB;
 block duplication (copying): AXBC ! AXBXC.
In the case when k>d(x; y) we call y k{similar to x.
Theorem 1. There exist probabilistic algorithms for P and Q such that for any strings
x, y and for any  > 0 the algorithms transmit the string y from Q to P with error
probability . The number of communicated bits is poly(d(x; y); log jxj; log jyj; log −1)
and the running time is poly(jxj; jyj; log −1).
More exactly, the upper bound for the communication complexity (see (2)) is
O(d(x; y)2 log jyj  (log jxj+ 5 log jyj+ log −1) ):
3. Construction of the algorithm
Without loss of generality we can assume that the length of y is a power of two:
jyj = 2r ; r 2 N (if this is not the case, Q adds an appropriate number of zeros to y and
informs P about that number). First, Q sends the length of y to P, and P allocates
memory where y will be formed. Second, one of the people (say, Q) chooses and
sends to the other one a prime number p = (jxj  jyj5 −1); more precisely:
501  jxjjyj5−16p6100  501  jxjjyj5−1: (1)
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Fig. 1. Performing of the procedure try(z).
This can be easily accomplished in polynomial time by a probabilistic algorithm for
testing primality (see [3, 5]).
The main procedure in the algorithm is \an attempt to transmit a substring z of y
from Q to P", called try(z). We assume that before executing try(z) both P and Q
know the length of z, its position in y and the prex of y that precedes z (P's idea
about this prex may be wrong, but this happens with a small probability).
To perform try(z) the person Q rst chooses at random an element  of the eld
Z=pZ and computes over this eld the \ngerprint value"
 = z0 + z1+ z22 +   + zjzj−1jzj−1
=
jzj−1∑
j=0
zjj; where z = z0z1    zjzj−1:
Then, Q sends to P the numbers  and . The person P searches through all substrings
of length jzj in the string x and in the prex of y that was transmitted earlier 1 , and
computes the ngerprint value for all of them. If for all tested substrings the ngerprint
value diers from  then P informs Q that the transmission failed. If P has found a
substring with the same ngerprint, it copies this substring into the place for z (i.e.
copies the substring found and adds it to the transmitted part of y) and informs Q that
the transmission was successful (Fig. 1).
If the transmission fails, we repeat it recursively with shorter strings (two halves of
z). In this way we obtain the following procedure send(z) that transmits a substring
from Q to P:
procedure send(z);
begin
if jzj = 1 then transmit z as a bit;
else begin
try(z); if failure then begin
send(the left half of z);
send(the right half of z);
1 In fact, it is better if the person Q (the sender) searches for a copy of z in the prex of y; if Q nds
a copy, he sends only its position instead of sending  and .
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end;
end;
end.
Our algorithm maintains (with high probability) the following invariant relation:
when transmitting some substring z of y we have already transmitted the prex of y
that precedes z. The transmission of the whole string y corresponds to the command
send(y).
So the algorithm is straightforward; however, the proof of upper bound requires
some technical lemmas. But for now let us put the lemmas aside and turn to the proof
of the theorem.
4. Proof of the theorem
In order to prove the theorem, we must nd an upper bound for the number of
bits transmitted through the communication link; the restriction on the error probability
must also be taken into account. First we estimate the number of operations try(z)
performed by the algorithm.
According to Lemma 2 (Section 5), the string y can be divided into M6112d(x; y)2
blocks so that every block coincides either with a block in x or with a block in y
which is on its left. Thus, if the operation try(z) is executed with a substring z which
is a part of such a block, then it will be successful (with probability 1), though not
necessarily correct. Consequently, the operation send(z) can make recursive calls only
when z crosses a boundary between these blocks.
What substrings z will arise when the algorithm works? Only the substrings whose
length is a power of 2 and whose rst bit position is a multiple of the substring's
length. If jyj = 2n then for every i = 1;    ; n no more than M such substrings of
length 2i can cross a boundary between blocks. This means that the total number of
substrings z where send(z) makes recursive calls is at most M log jyj. Every such
operation send(z) starts by calling try(z) and then makes two recursive calls. Hence,
the total number Ntry of calls to try(z) can be estimated as follows:
Ntry63M log jyj6336d(x; y)2 log jyj:
We will not consider the case jzj = 1 separately: it is clear that to send a single is
extremely easy.
Now let us consider the work of try(z). During its execution Q transmits to P the
numbers  and , which have length dlog pe; P transmits only one bit. During the
execution of the whole algorithm the number of transmitted bits is at most
Nbits 6 log jyj+ dlogpe+ Ntry  (2dlogpe+ 1)
6O(d(x; y)2 log jyj  dlog pe ):
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Using the upper bound for p (from (1)) we obtain:
p6O(jxjjyj5−1)
) Nbits 6O(d(x; y)2 log jyj  dlogpe )
6O(d(x; y)2 log jyj  (log jxj+ 5 log jyj+ log −1) )
6poly(d(x; y); log jxj; log jyj; log −1 ); (2)
polynomial upper bound for the running time is obvious.
It remains to estimate the error probability. In order to determine whether a sub-
string z coincides with a substring z0, the algorithm calculates their ngerprints, i.e.,
polynomials like
z0 + z1+ z22 +   + zjzj−1jzj−1
at a random point  2 Z=pZ, and compares their values. If z 6= z0 then the algorithm
will make an error only in the case when  is a root of the polynomial
(z0 − z00) + (z1 − z01)+ (z2 − z02)2 +   + (zjzj−1 − z0jzj−1)jzj−1: (3)
The polynomial is nonzero and its degree is less than jzj; so the probability of error
is at most jzj=p. During the execution of one operation try(z) the algorithm makes at
most jxj + jyj comparisons, and the number of operations is at most Ntry, hence the
error probability is bounded by
Ntry  (jxj+ jyj)  jyjp−16500d(x; y)2jxjjyj3p−1:
Taking into account that d(x; y)6jyj and p > 500  jxjjyj5−1 (see (1)), we obtain
the following upper bound:
500d(x; y)2jxjjyj3p−1 < 500jxjjyj5  (500jxjjyj5−1)−1 = :
5. Technical Lemmas
Denition 2. By a copying-attaching-operation (CA-operation) we will mean a trans-
formation of a binary string ABC to ABCB (for any strings A, B and C). In the
resulting string ABCB we call the rst block B as the source block (S-block) and the
last block B as the copied block (C-block).
Lemma 1. If a string y is k-similar to a string x then there exists a sequence of
no more than 4k CA-operations that transforms x to a string xuy ( for some string
u). Every bit position in the string xuy can be a part of an S-block for at most 2
CA-operations of this sequence.
Proof. All the block operations from the denition of k-similarity can be translated
into the language of copying-attaching (using no more than 4 CA-operations instead
of each one operation) as follows:
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Deletion Transposition Copying
ABC ABCD ABCD
ABC A ABCD A ABCD ABC
ABC AC ABCD AC ABCD ABCB
ABCD ACB ABCD ABCBD
ABCD ACBD
Operations on bits can be considered as operations on blocks (we assume for sim-
plicity that all strings considered contain both ones and zeros).
The resulting string xuy is a concatenation of substrings, each of them is 1-similar to
the previous one. Every bit position in xuy belongs to one of these substrings and can
be in an S-block only for CA-operations forming the next substring, i.e., only twice.
Lemma 2. If the string y is k-similar to the string x then there exists a sequence of
at most 112  k2 CA-operations that transforms x to xy.
Proof. According to Lemma 1 there exists some intermediate string u, such that x can
be transformed to w = xuy by means of m64k CA-operations. Every CA-operation
has its S-block [p; q] and its C-block [p0; q0] (a block [p; q] begins at a bit position p
and ends at a position q in the string w); in this case p6q < p06q0, q−p = q0−p0
and both substrings wpwp+1   wq and wp′wp′+1   wq′ are identical. Since the part uy
is a result of CA-operations, it is a sequence of m concatenated C-blocks (Fig. 2).
Our task is to eliminate u by changing the sequence of CA-operations so that new
sequence will transform x to xy. We will do it step by step. At every step we delete
the substring that is the rightmost C-block in u; other C-blocks in u (and corresponding
CA-operations) remain the same, but some CA-operations forming y are changed.
First, check to see whether the boundary between u and y crosses some C-block.
If yes, we replace the corresponding CA-operation by two CA-operations so that the
boundary between u and y will be the boundary between new C-blocks.
STEP of the transformation: Before the step we have the rightmost C-block [p0; q0]
in u intersected with some S-blocks [pj; qj]; the corresponding C-blocks are situated
in the string y (Fig 3).
Substep 1: Every S-block intersecting with the rightmost C-block [p0; q0] is divided
into parts; the division points are the left and right boundaries of [p0; q0] and all S-
block boundaries situated inside [p0; q0]. The corresponding C-block (situated in y) is
divided into the same parts, and one CA-operation is replaced by several consecutive
CA-operations (Fig. 4).
Substep 2: Now every two S-blocks inside [p0; q0] are disjoint or coincide. For every
group of coinciding S-blocks we take one of them, such that the corresponding C-block
is the leftmost one. Then we change CA-operations corresponding to the other S-blocks
of the group by using this leftmost C-block as S-block for all these CA-operations
(Fig. 5).
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Fig. 2. A sample string xuy obtained from x by means of a sequence of CA-operations. Here digits in the
string denote some binary substrings (identical digits correspond to identical substrings); S-blocks are shown
below the string, C-blocks are shown above it.
Fig. 3. The sample string from Figure 2 before the Step. CA-operation 3 has been divided; blocks that will
not change during the Step are not shown.
Fig. 4. The sample string after Substep 1.
Substep 3: All S-blocks remaining inside [p0; q0] are disjoint. The C-block [p0; q0]
corresponds to the S-block [p; q] which is situated on the left of [p0; q0] (somewhere
in u or in x). Since the blocks [p; q] and [p0; q0] contain identical substrings, we can
use [p; q] as a place for S-blocks from [p0; q0]. After this change no S-blocks remains
inside [p0; q0]; therefore, this piece of u becomes useless. We delete this substring
and exclude the CA-operation \[p; q] ! [p0; q0]" from the sequence of CA-operations
(Fig. 6).
After one step of the transformation the number of C-blocks inside u decreases by
1; hence at most m steps are required to eliminate the whole u.
Now it remains to estimate the number of blocks after the transformation. By s
we denote the number of points in the string u (boundaries between consecutive bits)
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Fig. 5. The sample string after Substep 2.
Fig. 6. The sample string after the whole step.
which contain at least one boundary (left or right) of some S-block (if there are sev-
eral boundaries at the same point, we count this point only once). By t we denote
the maximal number of S-blocks containing the same bit in the string u. We can see
that t does not increase during the transformation. Indeed, block division does not
change t; when we move some S-blocks out of u; t can only decrease; when we move
some disjoint S-blocks to [p; q] instead of [p0; q0], t may increase by 1, but we imme-
diately compensate this increasing by the elimination of the CA-operation \[p; q] !
[p0; q0]".
The value of s can increase, but by no more than 1 at every step of the transformation
(except for the rst step, when it can increase by 2). At Substep 1 only two boundaries
of the C-block [p0; q0] can be added to the set of \boundary points", thus increasing s
by at most 2; other new boundaries appear in the points already containing boundaries.
Moreover, if this is not the rst step then the right boundary of [p0; q0] is at the same
point as the left boundary of the C-block deleted during the previous step; therefore,
we have already counted this point. At Substep 2 s does not change; Substep 3 also
cannot increase s because, rst, every new boundary point inside [p; q] corresponds to
some deleted boundary point inside [p0; q0], and second, two possible new boundary
points moved from the left and right boundaries of [p0; q0] appear in points which
previously contained boundaries.
Before the beginning of the transformation t was at most 2 (see Lemma 1) and s
was at most 2m. Since the number of steps is at most m, after every step the following
will be true:
s63m+ 1; t62:
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At every step after Substep 1 at most s  t S-blocks will be inside the C-block [p0; q0].
Only these blocks can be added to the whole set of S-blocks at this step; hence, the
number of blocks will increase by at most 6m+ 2.
After the whole process of the transformation the number of CA-operations M can
be estimated as
M6m+ m  st63m+ 6m267m26112k2
(in case when m > 3).
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